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Mark's Dream
The church was out for a walk - a ramble if you like - and 
mostly we all walked on the high ground and things were 
straight forward and happy. 
Then I (and many others) found ourselves on lower ground, 
out of touch with the rest of the group. 
The way soon became difficult and hard going...there was a 
stream, that became a river, then a torrent...the ground 
became sparse...stepping stones that became further apart 
and I think represented hard times that some go through



Mark's Dream

We were jumping with ever increasing effort 
to get to safety. 
Just as things seemed so very hard that 
going on was hopeless we looked up - to the 
higher ground - and saw that the other 
members of our party were there - safe.



Mark's Dream

Then was the time that hands reached down - 
church family reaching out to help lift those that 
were lower back up to join the group and reach 
safety. 
The feeling of gratitude and relief at that moment 
was so very powerful that I remember it strongly 
now, days later.



Mark's Dream
There was no judgement and no hesitation...we were 
Rescued and Restored....It was just what God wanted 
and we needed. 
I think we all can feel that we are alone, or that our lot in 
life is unfair or harder than others. 
At that point of alone-ness we can feel judged, or 
resentful, or any number of other emotions. 
But what we need is that hand....and that is all that God 
wants for us too...



How do we get out of  touch?
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Difficult times
Isolation, independence
Tiring in our own efforts & 
circumstances
Attitudes & judgements of 'the strong'



How do we get help, rescue, restored?
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Keep a forgiving attitude to God 
& others
Give thanks for those who help
Gratitude & thanksgiving in 
tough times is powerful
Respond to God's hand as He offers 
rescue & restoration through others



Not. . . 



But. . . 



Remember God's promises
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“I have told you these things, so that 
in me you may have peace. In this 

world you will have trouble. But take 
heart! I have overcome the world.”



John 16:33




Remember God's challenges
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Those of us who are strong and able in the faith 
need to step in and lend a hand to those who 

falter, and not just do what is most convenient for 
us. Strength is for service, not status. Each one of 

us needs to look after the good of the people 
around us, asking ourselves, “How can I help?”



Romans 15:1-2 (The Message)



